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About This Game

Welcome to the world of HotDish, where knowing your way around the kitchen is a recipe for success!

Build your career one dish at a time as you start at the bottom of the culinary ladder as a line cook in a local Italian restaurant
with dreams of one day becoming a world class 5 Star French chef. Master the timing and accuracy needed to bring simple

dishes to the table by executing their various steps and combining ingredients at the right times to create a finished product your
customers and the critics will love! Earn stars for each finished dish and use them to unlock more complicated recipes, kitchen

power-ups, and mini-games. If you can't stand the heat - get out of the kitchen!

Gesture and timing based game play dynamic.
45 levels of play across 3 locations: a mom-and-pop Italian restaurant, an upscale Asian Fusion restaurant, and a five-star
French restaurant.
80 Dishes to prepare and master- appetizers, entrees, desserts.
Cooking powerups including Spatula time, Secret Spices, and the Master Cooker.
Three master chefs to guide you - Mama Giovanni, Yokira Kurajumbo, Jean-Pierre Godolphin.
Watch out for the Health Inspector as you try and clear boards in the Cleanup Match 3 Minigame.
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very nice art
- too slow pace
- chaotic battle view. This game is a great and immersive trip and a whole lot like the Myst series is except you get to interact
with other characters. It is a Heck of a lot of fun and is recommended for the Immersion 'feel' of the game. It is awsomely
beautiful and interesting, keeping you entertained and mystified as to what happens next!Sounds Great on headphones.
This is a Wonderful game and looks great with a good system to play it on, and a big screen!. Bought this game by accident, and
this become the best Real-Time Strategy game I've ever seen.
No too complicated things like Command&Conquer Series, but as difficult as them. I even lost my first game after tutorial.
As a man who played Red Alert 2 for years, this game makes no sence for me for the first time, only 'infantry'. LoL.

Suggestions:
  More maps
  I somehow want to 2v2 on this game.

Going to update.. I used to play in the VR version of Guard and now I am impressed with the progress that guys have made. The
combat system has been changed - now we are going to receive items and choose the right one for an enemy type attack. In
addition, we can now use the allies and weapons of each hero. In addition - I like the main menu of the game (now it is iteractive
and has a storm (you will find out why there are no spoilers), corrected errors of the VR version - Great job, WG team! Will be
waiting for the next part of this game!. Great game!. I enjoyed the original enough that I bought the elite version. I'm enjoying
the game more with the animations. I can't get enough of time travel games, if they're really well done. This is really well done. I
did think reading through a million @channel messages was a little tedious though.

Here's my review for the original:

"It may go awhile without advancing the story at certain points, but I just finished chapter 1, and no matter what else happens,
I'm happy with my purchase. Memorable characters. Also I'm a sucker for time travel stories.". Addictive Game. Reminds of
Puyo-Puyo. Only 2 minor issues bug me at the moment. Local Co-op is great. However, having a AI as enemy or online
multiplayer would be really cool, too. Secondly, I find the green and yellow blocks difficult to discern, whic is sometimes a bit
frustrating if when you accidently misplace a block.. Awesome bunker wars style game. Set in the Darwinia universe, but you
don't need to have played Darwinia to enjoy this. It's a simple and quick LAN party game. Not much depth, because you just
send your dudes to their dudes, but the bonuses add a lot of variety to the gameplay. There's online play too, but it's just not as
fun playing against strangers.

It's a bit fiddly to get working, because of incompatibilities between the Steam and direct-download versions, and because you
can only join some kinds of multiplayer games with the demo.. quot;The concept of global warming was created by and for the
Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive."

Lmao an instant downvote for ya. Awesome game,
Thats all
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Some of the best AI and fights I have experienced in a Co-op game. There was a bear chasing a bunch of sheep, and the sheep
went on top of a rock to get away from the bear. So the bear gave up and fought some other sheep. It needs more content and
can be fustrating if you think there is something cool to find but the content is just not there.

TLDR... Best combat system and fights in any game I have played. Just needs more.. Best dollar ever spent!. This game is still
early in development, and as such I recommend this game with caveats.

 In Left Hand Path, the player navigates a dark, foreboding realm casting spells and discovering the world. In particular, the
spellcasting system is a delight to use, and prompted me to buy it in the first place. By holding the trigger on your off hand, your
in-game finger leaves a trail of wispy light, which you can use to draw out runes in the air. These runes will cast spells, varying
from bolts of colorful energy to conjuring flame, and even complex rune rituals which require drawing different runes in
different compass directions. I would play a game just for these mechanics, and they're done well here.

On the whole, the mechanics of spellcasting are combined with a more challenge-oriented combat system, and shadowy,
meancing world. A concise summary of Left Hand Path is basically three words: "Dark Souls VR." This is a game that does not
shy away from killing the player. It is most rewarding to those who are patient, careful, and plan ahead. Many first encounters
will undoubtedly prove lethal, and death will be a familiar friend to those who forge their way through the 2-3 hours of content.

VR brings the punishing difficulty and survival horror tension to a whole new level. I legitimately jumped when I met my first
few enemies, and jumped again when enemies I thought I had seen before turned out to be new, faster versions of themselves.
In a room with four torches to light, I found myself terrified of lighting all four torches, since everyone knows lighting all four
torches means something's about to happen, and in Left Hand Path, "something" is frequently "monsters." The game's
teleportation mechanic has a cooldown between movements, so even though I could blink across a room at any moment, I
practically felt like a character in a horror movie trying to start their car as the shambling horrors approached. I like feeling
scared, and I really like how well Left Hand Path scared me.

So! Should you, proud fellow Vive owner, purchase this game? Depending on who you are, my answer is "Yes" or "Yes, but
later." I'll explain.

Are you a Dark Souls fan? Does dying early and often please you? Do you memorize attack patterns, enemy locations, and plan
out each encounter, including escape plans if things don't work quite right? Is a game too easy if it's not trying to rip your face
off and ridicule your inexperience? Then Left-Hand Path is for you. Even in its early access form it's packing enough combat
and enough exploration to be worth $15.00. The VR experience transforms deadly combat with enormous enemies into spine-
chilling encounters with monsters your eyes are convinced are inches away. And the developer is working hard to make the
game fairer, so each death feels warranted, and each kill feels earned. It's a great game now, and I expect it to be a fantastic
game soon.

Are you more of a Vanishing Realms fan? Do you like exploration, fantasy magic, and adventure? Does reading intricate lore
and learning to cast new spells motivate your every move? If so, this game has what you're looking for, but you may need to
develop some fierce VR spellcasting skills to get to them. If you're not frustrated by trial-and-error style progression, where
knowing isn't half, it's pretty much all the battle, the world of Left Hand Path is a fascinating and enjoyable romp. As more
content is added and death feels fairer, I think this game will go from being "fun, but hard" to "fun and hard."

I can't predict the future, of course. This game will feel a little rough around the edges, particularly in the way items are picked
up and the experience between play (menus, death) are handled, but the core gameplay is fun. Drawing spells in the air feels
glorious. And in my opinion, the game is only going to get better.. ILLUMINATI CONFIRMED!!!

──────────────▄▀▄───────────────
────────────▄▀───▀▄─────────────
──────────▄▀──▄▄▄──▀▄───────────
────────▄▀──▄▀─▄─▀▄──▀▄─────────
──────▄▀─────▀▄▄▄▀─────▀▄───────
────▄▀───────────────────▀▄─────
────▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀─────. There is real life snuff footage in this game. I don't even know
if this game is legal to distribute. The rest of the game is terrible to.
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Full Review Here http://www.gamefaqs.com/PC/824060-the-interview/reviews/160336. This game is essentially an atrocity on
human beings who are unfortunate enough to buy it.

The premise is not terrible, there is a market for management games simulating mundane tasks. Look no further than wildly
successful farm and truck simulators. However, the implementation of this game is soulless without attention to detail, pacing.

Put aside the 2005 graphics quality (not necessarily a requirement in these games), the pace of the game is extremely slow. It is
just not fun because of the clumsy simulation. In Euro Truck Simulator, one can drive 20 minutes on a highway, because the
mechanics is engaging. There is nothing like that here.

The management aspect might have saved the gameplay loop, but the game does not let you hire employees in the beginning, no
matter how much money you have. This means you have to keep grinding to get anywhere. When you finally get to hire staff,
the game does not simulate your employees actually doing the tasks, the trucks just stay parked and you get some money after a
couple of hours. The title with the play on "economy" is very misleading, there is no meaningful economic simulation of the
management aspect in the game.. Wow, what a nice game!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjKetKRQmVE. SAMOLIOTIK
This game is a genre of shootam with battles in different eras.
You have to meet a lot of different enemies, bosses picking up different for survival bonuses.
In the game you can fight even with Hitler).
The game resembles the first Dark souls, the difficulty of passing the gameplay is well matched with the casual game.
And the game was created by our own.
The essence of the game is that we play for a Soviet fighter and destroy first German planes then money and scarabs?
The game is level 3 and life is 1.
I recommend to all :). While still very rough, even in this curent state the game is FAR more enoyable than most gladiotr stable
sims.

Pros:
Ability to either control combat or just watch
Lots of upgrades
Ability to rename gladiators

Cons:
Not balanced (seriously, try playing with Melee glads if you want a "challenge:)
The fershlugginer spectator camera centers on the your guys instead of showing both them and the opponent.
The options are not all that varied.
Very repetitive.
Little to no combat animation.
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